We say that a regular semigroup S is a coextension of a (regular) semigroup T by rectangular bands if there is a homomorphism q> : S -> 7*from S onto Xsuch that, for each e = e 1 eS, e{<p -<p~ ') is a rectangular band. Regular semigroups which are coextensions of pseudo-inverse semigroups by rectangular bands may be characterized as those regular semigroups S with the property that, for each e = e 2 eS, o>'{e) = {/= f 2 eS : ef = J} and o>\e) = {f = f 2 eS :fe = / } are bands : this paper is concerned with a study of such semigroups. If T is a regular semigroup we call a pair (S, q>) consisting of a regular semigroup S and a homomorphism q> from S onto l a coextension of T: (S,<p) is called a coextension of Tby rectangular bands if e((p ° cp ~l) is a rectangular subband of S for each idempotent e of S. A general theory of coextensions of regular semigroups by rectangular bands has been developed by Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a, b). In the present paper we are concerned with coextensions of pseudo-inverse semigroups (see Nambooripad (1978) ) by rectangular bands : considerable simplifications in the general theory of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a, b) occur in this case.
The set of idempotents of a subset Tof a regular semigroup S will be denoted by £ ( T) , the set of inverses of an element xeS will be denoted by V(x), and for x e S we denote by A x [p J the left translation [right translation] by x. We also assume familiarity with the ideas, notation and results of Nambooripad's paper (1979) on the structure of regular semigroups and with Nambooripad's paper (1978) on pseudo-inverse semigroups. In particular, we recall the following notation from Nambooripad (1979) . If £ is a biordered set and e,feE, we write M(e,f) = of(e)c\of(f). For g, h e M(e,f) we write g^h if eg of eh and gfu> 1 hf: we write g = h if g -< h and ft -< g.
Thus

S(e, f) = {he M(e,f): g < ft for allg e M(e, /)}
= {h e M(e, f): h = g for some g e S{e, /)}.
We also remark that we refer to the biordered set of idempotents of a pseudo-inverse semigroup as a pseudo-semilattice in this paper (it was called a partially associative pseudo-semilattice in Nambooripad (1978) : a pseudo-semilattice in our sense is also a pseudo-semilattice in the sense of Schein (1972) , but not conversely). Thus a pseudo-semilattice is a biordered set E in which co(e) is a semilattice for each e e E. Finally, we assume familiarity with the authors' papers (1979a) and (1979b) on coextensions of regular semigroups by rectangular bands. We say that a regular semigroup S is locally orthodox if, for every/e£(S), of(f) and co'(f) are subbands of S. If S is a pseudo-inverse semigroup then from Nambooripad (1978) we know that for each/e E(S), of{f) is a right normal band and co'(f) is a left normal band: thus any pseudo-inverse semigroup is locally orthodox. It is clear that any orthodox semigroup is locally orthodox: other examples include the double four-spiral semigroup DSp 4 of Byleen et al. (1980) and its generalizations (see Byleen (1977) ), which are neither orthodox nor pseudo-inverse.
We obtain some alternative characterizations of locally orthodox semigroups. First we prove the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
Let S be a regular semigroup and e,feE(S) with e &f. Assume that 0 f = A f | co r (e) is an Z£'-class preserving mapping of af(e) into a/if). Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) 9 e = k e | of(f) is an <£-class preserving mapping ofof(f) into co r (e).
(b) Oj-is a bijection that preserves and reflects of and of. (c) For all geE(S) and heof(e), O f (S(g,hj) = S(g,6 f h). When 0 f satisfies any one of these conditions, the V(h) = V(0 f h)for all heof(e).
PROOF, (a) implies (b). If 0 e is a mapping from of(f) to of(e) then 0 e is clearly the inverse of 0 f and so 0 f is a bijection. Since Of is ^-class preserving, it is also of preserving. (g, h) such that/fcj = /c'. Since k e S(g, fi) we have k^< k and so by Nambooripad (1979) , Proposition 2.10, there exists k 2 eM (g,h) such that k x =k 2 cok. Then/fc 2 cofk and since fk e M(g,fh),fk -< /c' =fk v Hence/fc 2 -< k'. But/k 2 is in an £-square with k and so by Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) , Corollary 1.9, fk 2 = k'. Hence fk -< k' =fk 2 . This together with the relation//c 2 wfk implies that//c 2 =fk and so fkeS (g,fh) . Again since 9 f is a bijection, we have /c 2 = k. Since fcj = k 2 = k, we again have ^6 % , / i J . Therefore, /S(g, /i) = S (g,fh) .
(c) implies (a). Let k'eaf(f). We shall show that e/c' is an idempotent. Now k l = ek'feco r (e) and so, by (c),
and so k/= kk'feRtnLvj. Therefore k®kf£eek'f= k v But since keSik',^), kfeo/ik^. Hence kf=k x .
Therefore /ce/? ki nl*.. But k l k' -ekeR^^L^. and f(ek) = k' =fk. Therefore ek = keco r (f). This proves that 6 e : of( f) -> w r (e) is an if-class preserving map of of(f) into ct) r (e) and hence (a) holds. If 9j satisfies these conditions, then for any k e of(e), 6 f | £(i^) is an if-class preserving bijection onto E(R fk ) and hence the final assertion follows from Lemma 2.1 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) .
We recall from Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) that if S is any regular semigroup then
and that we denote the maximum congruence contained in n(S) by p(S). Recall also from Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) , Proposition 2.3, that for any congruence v on S, S is a coextension of S/v by rectangular bands if and only if v £ p(S). In order to characterize p(S) we introduced in Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) (1) for all geE(S) and keS (g,e) , 9 f (S(g,e)) = S (g,f) and ueS,u'e V(u) and k e S (u'u, e) , (uku', u9 f 
ku') e n(S).
Similarity between principal left ideals is denned dually. The characterization of p(S) provided in Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) is the following. THEOREM 1.3. (Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) that 9 f : of(e) -> of(f) is an & -class preserving bijection that preseves and reflects of and of. Conversely if 0 f has this property we shall show that 8 f satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the definition of similarity. By Proposition 1.1, fS(g, e) = S(g,f) and V(k) = V(fk) for all g e E(S) and k e S{g, e). Since fke = 6 f (ke), fkf= (6 f k)ffke and/fc/are idempotents in the band «'(/) such thatfketffkfand so by Lemma 2.1 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) , V(fke) = V(fkf). UceS, c' e V(c) and h e S(c'c, e) then chc' and c{9 f h) c' are =Sf-equivalent idempotents in of{cc') and so, as before, we conclude by Lemma 2.1 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) 
that V(chc') = V(c(Q f h)c').
Hence 9 f satisfies the conditions (1) and (2) and so xS = eS s s / S = yS.
THEOREM 1.5. The following statements are equivalent for a regular semigroup S. (a) S is locally orthodox. (b) S/p(S) is a pseudo-inverse semigroup. (c)For all e,feE(S) and g,heM(e,f), ifV(g)n V(h) # (/) then V{g) = V(h). (d) S is a coextension of a pseudo-inverse semigroup by rectangular bands.
PROOF, (a) implies (b). Let S/p(S) = S and E(S) = E.
We shall show that E is a pseudo-semilattice. Consider e' e £' and g', h' e oj(e') with g' if h. If e e E = E(S) with eB -e' (where 9 = £(/?")), then we claim that we can find g, h e co(e) such that g £C h and g9 = g', h9 = h'. For by Nambooripad (1979a) , Proposition 2.14, there exist g, h e a>(e) such that g9 = g', hd = h'. By Lemma 2.4 of Meakin and Nambooripad use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700021935
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rectangular band. Hence g if hg and hgeE h , r\co(e). This proves our claim. We shall now show that {g,h)ep(S) (where g &h, gd = g and hO = h'). Since of(e) is a band,
are i^-class preserving maps. Therefore by Proposition 1.1, hS(f,g) = S(fji) and V(kg) = V(hkg) for all / e £(S) and keS(f,g). Also hkg,hkhew'(g) and hkgMhkh. Since <w' (i:y) is a band, we have by Lemma 2.1 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) , that V(hkg) = V(hkh). Therefore V(kg) = V(hkh) and this proves that condition (1) above is satisfied. To prove that condition (2) and so a>{e') is a semilattiee. This proves that E is a pseudo-semilattice.
(b) implies (c). Let y, h e M{eJ) and xeV(g) n V(h). U0 = E{p(S)\ then gO % (gx) 0 Jf (hx) QmhQ in E' = £(S/p(S)).
Since ( 
Hence (g,h)ep(S) and so P%) = V(h). (c) imp/ies (a). Let eeE(S) and f,gea?(e).
If heS(f,g), then /jif//j and h,fheaf(e)r\ (»'(f) = M(e,f). Also k F ( l i ) n K ( / l i ) and so F(/i) = K(//i) by (c). Now efe V(h) and so efe V{fh) and effflfh. Since //? is an idempotent, it follows that e/is also an idempotent. Therefore of{e) is a band. Dually co l (e) is also a subband of S.
This proves that S is locally orthodox. It is clear that (b) and (d) are equivalent, so this completes the proof.
Recall that the E(S) of idempotents of a regular semigroup S relative to the multiplication <?•/= e/if efeE(S), e-fis undefined if ef^EiS) becomes a regular partial band and that the structure of regular partial bands is determined in Nambooripad (1979) . We define a local band to be a regular partial band E in which of(e) and to\e) are bands for each eeE.
From the definition of a local band we obviously have the following proposition. PROOF. Let S be a regular semigroup whose regular partial band is B. If B is a local band it follows from Proposition 1.6 that S is locally othodox and so by Theorem 1.5(b), B is a strong coextension by rectangular bands of a regular partial band whose biordered set is a pseudo-semilattice. Conversely, assume that(B, 0)isastrong coextension by rectangular bands of a regular partial band B' whose biordered set E(B') is a pseudo-semilattice. Then for every eeB, a)'{e) 9 = of(e9) and co'(e) 6 = co '(e9) . Since E(B') is a pseudo-semilattice, af(ed) and w\ed) are subbands of B' and since 0 is strong, af(e) and co l (e) are subbands of B. Thus B is a local band. We recall from Meakin and Nambooripad (1979b) that if 9 is a bimorphism from the biordered set E onto the biordered set E then we denote by J\ the full inductive subgroupoid of T*(£) consisting of the ^-isomorphisms aeT*(E) which are compatible with 6 : ^~e is the maximum subgroupoid of T*(£) to which 6 extends as an inductive functor, and the extension is unique (Meakin and Nambooripad (1979b) , Proposition 1.2). Again, as in Meakin and Nambooripad (1979b) , we denote the associated semigroup S( J~e) = 3~9lp by T e .
If B is a band and if 9 is the homomorphism of B onto its structure semilattice, then we know that T e = T(B) . This holds for local bands as well. This is clear from the following result. THEOREM 1.8.
Let (E,9) be a coextension of a biordered set E by rectangular biordered sets. If E is a pseudo-semilattice, then 0 is a homomorphism of T(E) into T(E); that is, T e = T(E).
PROOF. We shall show that J~e = T*(E). Let a e T*(E). Define a' by : Since E is a pseudo-semilattice, co{ f x 0) is a semilattice. Therefore (ea) 0 = (go.) 6 = (fa.) 0. Thus a' is single-valued. In a similar way we see that (a~')' is also single-valued. Also for eeco(e x ), ((e0)a')(a~1)' = (ecax~l)8 = e6. Since coiej 6 = coie^ 9) and co(fj 9 = co(f x 9), it follows that a' is a bijection of a^e^ 9) onto cu(f,,0). If e,feto(eX and if the basic product ef exists, then (t?0/0) a' = ((e/) 0) a' = ({ef) a) 0 = (ea) 0(/a) 0 = (e0) a'(/0) a'.
Since 0 reflects basic products, this proves that a' e T*(F) and so 0*(oc) = a'. Hencê s Nambooripad (1979) 
= T*(E). It follows immediately that T e = S(f e ) = S(T*(£)) = T(£). COROLLARY 1.9. Let S be a regular semigroup and vbea biorder congruence on E(S) whose congruence classes are rectangular biordered subsets, such that E(S)/v is a pseudo-semilattice. Then v extends to a congruence on S.
PROOF. If 0 = V" then by Theorem 1.8, T e = T(E), so ker d is a congruence on T(E) such that the biorder congruence on E(T(E)) = E induced by ker 9 is v. Then v = {(x,y)eS x S : (xSjd = (y&Jd} is an extension of v. (Here a s is the natural homomorphism from S to T(E)-see
. Let S be a locally orthodox semigroup and v be a strong pseudosemilattice congruence on B(S). Then v has a unique extension v to a congruence on S such that v £ p(S).
PROOF. We shall prove that ev £ ep(S) for all eeB(S). (Here B(S) is the regular partial band of S.) Considerfeev with e <£ f. liheo?(e) then it is clear that h £C fh. Also hv* of ev* =/v" and so the product fv* /iv" exists in B(S)/v. Since v is strong it follows that the product fh exists in B(S). Thus 9 f -X f \ af(e) is an if-class preserving map of af(e) into af(f).
Similarly 9 e is also an if-class preserving map of of(f) into ci/(e). Therefore, by Proposition 1.1 and Theorem 1.4
, (e,f)ep(S). Dually if e^/ w e can show that (e,f)ep(S). Since ev is a rectangular band, it follows that ev c ep(S).
Now by Corollary 1.9, there is a congruence a on S such that a n (B(S) x B(S)) = v. Hence if v = a n p(S), then v is a congruence on S such that v n (B(S) x B(S)) = v. Since v s p(S), it is also unique.
The foregoing result shows that on any local band B there exists a maximum strong pseudo-semilattice congruence, namely the congruence p
(S) n (B(S) x B(S))
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where S is any locally orthodox semigroup with B(S) = B. We shall denote this by p(B). We shall say that a local band B is p-irreducible if p(B) is the identity congruence on B. In this case, it is clear that E(B) is a pseudo-semilattice. COROLLARY 1.11. Every local band is a strong coextension of a p-irreducible local band. COROLLARY 
A locally orthodox semigroup S is p-irreducible if and only if it is a pseudo-inverse semigroup whose local band is p-irreducible.
It is clear that, using the results of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979b) , every locally orthodox semigroup can be constructed from p-irreducible pseudo-inverse semigroups and local bands. In view of Theorem 1.8, one can see that T e = T(E) and hence this construction is an exact generalization of Hall's construction of orthodox semigroups from bands and inverse semigroups (compare with Hall (1971) , Theorem 1). We shall provide some additional information about p-irreducible pseudo-inverse semigroups in Section 2.
Normal coextensions of pseudo-inverse semigroups
We recall from Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) that a coextension (£, 0) of a biordered set F is called normal if it satisfies the condition : (N) if Poitx. in F and e6 = a, then there is a unique/e E such that/0 = /? and fcoe.
We saw in Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) that a normal coextension of a biordered set F must be a coextension of F by rectangular biordered sets and we provided a construction of such coextensions. In the present section we study normal coextensions of pseudo-semilattices.
THEOREM 2.1. Let E be a pseudo-semilattice and let (E, 6) be a coextension oj'E' by rectangular biordered sets. Then E is also a pseudo-semilattice if and only if the coextension is normal.
PROOF. Suppose first that £ is a pseudo-semilattice. If e'cof in E and if / e £ y . =f'0~1, then there exists e e E e . such t h a t e o j / If^j e E e . ande, cof then since £ e . is a rectangular biordered set, there exists e 2 1 E e . with e¥e 2 3#.e v Then e 2 wf: since a>(f) is a semilattice, e = e 2 = e x . Therefore E e . contains a unique element e such that ecof. Therefore the coextension (E,9) is normal.
Conversely, assume that (£,0) is a normal coextension of £'. .Ue u e 2 ew(f)(feE) 0ande, 9, e 2 6eo)(f0). Since £' is a pseudo-semilattice we use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700021935
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have e y 9 = e 2 0-In view of the normality of the coextension (£, 6), this implies that e x = e 2 . If ei i ? e 2 we can dually show that e l = e 2 . Hence a>(f) is a semilattice. Therefore £ is a pseudo-semilattice.
REMARK. The foregoing theorem shows that the class of pseudo-semilattices is closed relative to taking normal coextensions. Schein's result (Schein (1972) ) that normal bands are pseudo-semilattices is an immediate consequence of this fact.
It follows from Theorem 2.1 that if S is a pseudo-inverse semigroup and v is a congruence on S contained in p(S), then (S, v*) is a normal coextension of S/v. We are able to obtain a further simplification of p(S) in the case where S is a pseudo-inverse semigroup. This is provided by Theorem 1.3 and the following result, which sharpens the characterization of similarity between principal left [right] ideals in this case.
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a pseudo-inverse semigroup, x,yeS and e e E(R X ), fe E(R y ) with e Z£ f. Then xS % yS if and only if there is an Z£-class preserving isomorphism 6 of o/(e) onto ft/(/)
sucn that for all h e of{e) the E-square
is a (2x2) rectangular band.
PROOF. If xS = eS ~fS = yS then by Theorem 1.4, 9 f is a bijection that preserves and reflects of and a>'. Then by Proposition 1.1, for all g,hea>\e),
Hence 0 f is an isomorphism. The last condition follows from the equality fh=(fhe)h.
Conversely if 0 : of(e) -• of(f) is an isomorphism, we must show that 0(h) = fh for all h e a) r (e). Since 0 preserves the relations iM and i f on af(e), it follows that 0{e) 31 f.
Since e £f 6{e), we must have 0{e) = f. If h e af{e) then 0(he) and fh are if-equivalent idempotents in co(f) and since oj(f) is a semilattice, we have 9{he) -fhe. Now by the given condition 0{h) = 9(he)h=(fhe)h=fh.
Hence 0 = 0 f = /. f \ co r (e) and this completes the proof of the theorem.
We turn now to a consideration of p-irreducible pseudo-inverse semigroups : pirreducibility of regular semigroups is not, in general, a biordered set property, but for locally orthodox and pseudo-inverse semigroups, Corollary 1.12 shows that it is use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700021935 a property of their regular partial bands. However, it is possible to characterize those pseudo-semilattices E with the property that all pseudo-inverse semigroups S with E(S) = E are p-irreducible and those with the property that there exists some pirreducible pseudo-inverse semigroup S with E(S) = E.
We first introduce the following concept of equivalence of right [left] ideals of a pseudo-semilattice E. If e,feE we say that of(e) and of{f) are equivalent if there exists an if-class preserving isomorphism 0 : af(e) ->• of(f) such that for g,h e of{e) with g $ h the following diagram commutes.
w(h)
It may be noted that the equivalence denned above is a biordered set property. The reader may compare this with the concept of similarity between two right [left] ideals denned earlier. If S and S' are regular semigroups with E(S) = E(S') = E, then for e,feE it may happen that eS xfS, but eS' is not similar to/S'. Theorem 1.4 shows that for locally orthodox semigroups, similarity is a regular partial band property. It may be noted that even for pseudo-inverse semigroups, the similarity of right [left] ideals is not a biordered set property. The next theorem clarifies the relationship between the two concepts of similarity and equivalence in the pseudoinverse case. If £ is a pseudo-semilattice, by Corollary 3.3 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979b) 
, T(E)/p(T(E)) is isomorphic to T(E') where £ ' = £/£(p(T(£)). Since T(E)/p(T(E)
) is p-irreducible, it follows that evey pseudo-inverse semigroup S with use, available at https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S1446788700021935
Let us denote the equivalence relations 7r(S)n i£ and n(S)nlona regular semigroup S by 7r, and n r respectively. If a and /? are the maximum congruences contained in n, and n r respectively, then Nambooripad and Sitaraman (1979) have shown that they are the kernels of the representations introduced by Lallement (1967) and Preston (1958) (see Clifford and Preston (1961) , Section 3.6). We have the following result linking these congruences to p. THEOREM 2.7. If S is a pseudo-inverse semigroup, then p(S) = a°p\ PROOF. From Lemma 2.1 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) it follows easily that p = (p n Tti) ° (p n n r ). Since a £ p n 7r,, /? £ p n 7t r it is sufficient to show that p n 7r, and p t~\n r are congruences. Let (x, y) e p n TT, . Then there exist e e £(.R X ) and feE(R y ) with e i f / a n d v =/x. Let ceS. If geE(L c ) and keS(g,e) then we have fkeS (g,f) and fkf = fke.
Hence fkfSfke and gk = g(fk).
So, Therefore (xc, yc)epn n, and so p n 7r, is a congruence. Dually pnn r is also a congruence. Let Sj = SI a, S 2 = S/p. Then the foregoing result implies that we have the following commutative diagram :
Note that by Proposition 2.12 of Meakin and Nambooripad (1979a) , p/a = p(S/a) = p(Si) and p/fi = p(S 2 ). It is easy to check that the mapping x -»(xot", x^) is an isomorphism of S onto the spined product of S t and S 2 relative to the homomorphisms (p/a)" and (p/)?) . Also, S, is a coextension of S/p by left-zero semigroups and S 2 is a coextension of S/p by right-zero semigroups. Thus COROLLARY 
Every pseudo-inverse semigroup S is a spined product of two pseudo-inverse semigroups S t and S 2 where S t is a coextension of a p-irreducible pseudo-inverse semigroup S' by left-zero semigroups and S 2 is a coextension ofS' by right-zero semigroups.
